


The mutant plant Pesticide spat 
supervines at each pair that bound the 

heroes together by their legs.  To break 
the supervine and build up the strength 
to uproot Pesticide, each pair must race 

down to the stadium with their legs 
tied together, back to base, then to the 

stadium again.
each pair will also have to go around a 

piece of supervine that fell on their way.

SUPERVINE
LEGBOUND RACE

The deranged magician Dreamstalker has 
cast a spell over each superhero pair to 

lull them into an unending sleep. 
To wake from this horrible dream, you 
must throw a ball from your base into 
the box in the stadium. Only one partner 
has the power to throw in the dream, but 

that partner is blindfolded and stuck 
to the base the whole time. The other 
partner can move freely but cannot 

throw or speak. Taking turns, every pair 
that gets 1 throw in helped to defeat the 

dreamstalker.

DREAMSTALKER
blinfolded toss

The solar alien Ultimata has directed 
a radioactive sun ray at the Earth. One 
hero in each pair has lost power in the 
lower body, and one in the upper body. 

To win this challenge and repel the sun 
ray back into space, one hero must get 

down on hands & knees, the second hero 
must hold on to the first hero’s ankles, 

and each pair must race down to the 
Superhero Stadium, back to your base, 

then to the stadium again.
each pair will also have to go around a 
piece of meteor that fell on their way.

ultimata
hero wheelbarrow

General Mayhem, the rebel military 
leader, has released stun grenades into 
the Superhero Stadium. While trying to 

escape, one hero in each pair was blinded, 
and the other hero was paralyzed. 

To disarm the grenades and win the 
challenge, the blinded hero has 3 turns 
to roll a ball closest to the stadium 

without landing in the stadium. The 
paralyzed hero can direct with words but 

cannot move. Any pair with a ball that 
touches the stadium wins the challenge. 
If no ball is touching, then the pair with 

the closest ball wins.

general mayhem
blinfolded disarming





The demented robot Mecha 3.x has used 
its body welder to bind each pair of 

superheroes together.  
You & your partner must interlock 

your arms while you try to acquire the 
parts to reprogram the body welder. 

Unfortunately, those parts are the flags 
that are attached to every other pair. 
To win the challenge and fix the body 

welder, You must be the first pair  
to get 5 flags. If you’ve already lost 
all your flags, you and your partner 

kneel in the grass, where you can 
continue to steal flags.

mecha 3.x
welded-arm flags

What is Your origin story? 

How did you gain your 
powers? 

How did you choose to use 
them for good?

Escaped convict Silas McBlizzard has 
poisoned the water supply with a 

chemical that freezes everyone who 
drinks it - while superheroes aren’t 
affected as much as normal people, 

each pair has been frozen together at 
the elbows. Each pair must try to get 3 
balls from the Superhero Stadium back 

to your home base in order to create the 
antidote. To slow down other teams, if 

you tag someone they have to freeze and 
count out loud to 5-Superhero (and vice 
versa if they tag you). While one partner 
is frozen, the other can tag others but 

can’t move.

silas mcblizzard
frozen elbow tag

What is the greatest 
challenge you’ve ever 

faced? 

What was the most difficult 
obstacle? 

how did you triumph?





Who is your arch-nemesis

What powers does s/he have? 

How did you become 
enemies?

Who is your sidekick?

How did you meet?

What are her/his most 
important qualities?

What superhero league do 
you belong to?

What unites the different 
members? 

What is its goal?





YELL: REWIND! 
EVERYONE ELSE REWINDS THEIR MOVES FOR 
2 SECONDS WHILE YOU GO ON. (1 PER GAME)

got it wrong?   
go back in time   
and try again!

you always throw twice.  
only the second throw counts.

OH! No!   
your power doesn’t work here!

you have to jump as you throw. 
every time!

SOMETHING HOLDING YOU 
DOWN?  

JUST FLY AWAY!

release from your partner for  
2 seconds. your partner stands still. 
(1 per game)

OH! No!   
your power doesn’t work here!

HAVE SOMEONE GIVE YOU THEIR FLAG  
OR STOP THEM FROM FREEZING YOU  
(1 per game)

not enough control  
for you? 

just impose some more!

switch roles with your partner  
(1 turn per game).

OH! No!   
your power doesn’t work here!

IS SOMETHING NOT IDEAL? 
ADAPT YOUR BODY TO THE 

SITUATION.

YOU HAVE TO USE YOUR PARTNER’S  
POWER FOR ONE TURN.

YOU CAN CHANGE YOUR BODY AND BE BOUND 
BY A DIFFERENT BODY PART.

OH! No!   
your power doesn’t work here!





you stand between the thrower and  
the target and deflect the ball.

because sometimes it’s 
better to be unseen.

OTHERS HAVE TO USE BOTH HANDS TO FREEZE 
YOU OR STEEL YOUR FLAG.

OH! No!   
your power doesn’t work here!

CAN’T REACH SOMETHING?
THAT IS NOT A PROBLEM  

FOR YOU!

YOU HAVE TO EXTEND ONE FEET AS FAR AS 
YOU CAN FROM THE HEADQUARTERS TOWARDS 
THE STADIUM WHEN YOU THROW

HOLD YOUR PARTNER BY THE HAND, 
NOT THE ELBOW.

OH! No!   
your power doesn’t work here!

what’s an obstacle when 
you can smash it away?

your throw always gets moved  
one foot forward from where it lands.

take out all the obstacles on your way!

OH! No!   
your power doesn’t work here!


